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The problems facing users of
language resources
 Many archives known only to certain communities
 Archives are mostly unconnected, and data difficult to find
 Every archive has its own standards for storage and access
 usually only simple retrieval of files (text, audio or video
documents)

 Not sufficient incentives to share resources
 Resources are in different formats, follow different
standards, are described in differing ways
 Tools are hard to use for non-specialist
 Tools and data are not available for online
processing
 Many researchers are not aware of the potential
benefits of using language and speech
technology tools

Challenges for creators of resources
Standards
Interoperability
Sustainability
Connecting and linking: how can I facilitate
research using my data along with other ones?
 Creating a finished product: when should I stop
developing and make it available?
 Impact: how can I create the maximum impact with
my data, in my academic field and beyond?
 How do I ensure that my resource is made
available in relevant ways as a service





Discovering Babel
Discovering Babel: Enhanced Language Resource
Discovery
“The digital literary and linguistic resources in the
Oxford Text Archive and in the British National
Corpus have been available to researchers throughout
the world for several decades. Technical
enhancements to the resource discovery infrastructure
will allow wider dissemination of open metadata, will
facilitate interaction with research infrastructures, and
the knowledge and expertise achieved will be shared
with the community.”
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/inf11/infrastructureforresour
cediscovery/discoveringbabel.aspx

Discovering Babel
 c. 1400 metadata records;
 c. 1400 electronic literary and linguistic datasets:






Electronic texts
Text corpora
Lexicons
Databases of linguistic information
Audio data

 British National Corpus

Sharing metadata
Resource discovery metadata:
 Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) XML headers
 Dublin Core;
 Open Language Archives Community (OLAC) format
(extended DC);
 CLARIN Metadata Initiative (CMDI)
 RDF linked data;

 OAI-PMH target
 Harvested by OLAC, CLARIN, etc.

Key challenges

 Establishing sensible and standards-conformant architecture
for resource file locations;
 Conformance to semantics of various target metadata
schemas;
 Expressing quality assurance metadata for legacy data;
 Expressing information for web services processing;
 Mapping licence restrictions to CLARIN 'laundry symbols';
 Establishing procedures for ensuring persistence and high
availability of services.

Discovering Babel
How will the data be made available?
 All data continues to be available for download via the OTA
catalogue;
 Establish permanent, highly available online locations for all
data files;
 Some data open access, some behind Shibboleth
authorization, some requiring manual authorization;
 Register handles for persistent locations with EPIC;
 Key datasets to be hosted on National Grid Service (NGS);
 Combination with OxGarage text conversion service allows
download of various formats, e.g. ePub.

Building on Discovering Babel:
Plans for the Future
 New large sets of converted and new TEI XML P5 texts
coming online
 Become a member of the CLARIN SPF
 Crosswalks in order to provide the original TEI Headers
(with slight omissions) and CMDI metadata via OAI-PMH.
 Bringing the British National Corpus into the CLARIN realm
 As the web services/tools do not “come to the data” in the
near future, we will want to provide at least some limited
search/query functionality on OTA content as a web service
– hence project with National Grid Service (NGS).
 This might also allow for integration into platforms for
chaining web services, e.g. WebLicht

The CLARIN Vision
A researcher in Leeds from his desktop computer can:
 sign on with local authentication, and then:
 search for, find and obtain authorization to use corpora in
Oxford, Prague and Bergen
 select the precise dataset to work on, and save that selection
 run semantic analysis tools from Budapest and statistical
tools from Tübingen over the dataset
 use computational power from the local or national computing
centre where necessary
 save the workflow and results of the analysis, and share
those results with collaborators in Paris, Vienna and Zagreb
 discuss and iteratively adopt and re-run the analyses with
collaborators
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